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Various Local Simbu Producers

Typica, Bourbon

Simbu, Central Highlands, PNG

Washed

1,500masl

Caramel, Stone fruits, Creamy

17-18



Planning Guide

Reach Out Offer Samples Shipment Begins Stock Arrival

MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE

Reach out to your LCM Account Manager 
to secure your allocation for the year 
ahead. By getting in touch ahead of 
time, we can help choose the right 

coffee to meet your needs.

Offer Samples will become 
available.

Our coffee allocation will begin 
to ship.

We anticipate stock will be ready for 
distribution.



About the Producer

Located in the central highlands of Papua New Guinea, the Simbu province is 
the third largest coffee producing region in the country, providing livelihoods 
for roughly 300,000 locals.

We are proud to have partnered with one of PNG’s top producers, Jerry 
Kapka, founder of Kongo Coffee. Jerry has been pivotal to the continual 
improvement of Simbu’s coffee quality, supporting growers through fair 
pricing as well as access to education on plant maintenance. 

Jerry’s positive relationship has expanded to the local community through 
the establishment of the Jerry Kapka Foundation, where a portion of Kongo 
Coffee’s profits are channeled into community advancement projects.  The 
worthy causes each year include funding schools that make education 
accessible for all, hospitals that provide complex medical procedures and 
medicine for women and children, and the introduction of youth groups.

Kongo A coffee is high quality coffee from the region that has gone through a 
complex sorting process, to limit inconsistency and ensure uniformity in the 
cup.

Simbu is prized for its unique profile, bringing crisp acidity, well refined fruit 
tones and a sweet finish.





Enquire now.
Reach out to your LCM Account Manager 

to secure your allocation.

langdoncoffee.com.auApril 24 Lot Number: [1044512]
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